The new style boundary safety signs have been created by Stocksigns and are endorsed by the MPA. This range is designed to help you protect, not just the public, but yourself and your employees. Under the Quarries Regulations 1999, you have an operator’s responsibility to ensure adequate measures are taken to safeguard all persons. The instructions conform to British standards, whilst the signs are enhanced by the site specific graphics which highlight the dangers in a more visual manor.
If you would like a FREE copy of our Health & Safety Catalogue please tick here;

Please send me a copy  ☐
Please send a copy to the Health & Safety Contact  ☐

Stocksigns will use your data to administer this offer. If you would like us to contact you for other future marketing purposes via email please tick here  ☐
via phone please tick here  ☐

Contact: David Harbison  Tel: 01737 764764
Email: dharbison@stocksigns.co.uk  or  info@stocksigns.co.uk
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Quarries are not play areas

Stay away
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Deep cold water

Do not swim
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Thin ice/
Deep water

Stay out
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Do not climb

Stay away
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Quick sand

Stay away
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Do not dig

Stay away
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Danger

Loose rocks

Stay away
Danger

Do not dig

Stay away